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Rationale.—The basic philosophy underlying the education of the
mentally retarded is no different from that recognized for all children.
The fundamental aim of all education is to teach children to live wise¬
ly and well in the environment in which they may find themselves.
The realization of this fundamental aim of education as applied
to retarded children requires that in curriculum adjustment emphasis be
placed upon: (a) Education in keeping with the capacities, limitations
and interests of each childj (b) education for some participation in the
world's workj (c) education for healthful living and wholesome social
1
experiences.
The application of these principles demand that specific objectives
be formulated for the mentally retarded that are of a much simpler and
more practical nature than those which can be used with normal pupils.
Physical efficiency, happy social relationships, wise use of leisure
time, earning capacity, ability to spend wisely, and acceptance of home
and community responsibilities are of major importance. These should
all be interpreted in the light of the limited sphere of activities
which most retarded children will experience in adult life.
The need of educating each child in keeping with his capacities,
^lise H. Martens, Curriculum Adjustments for the Mentally Re-
tarded (Office of Education Bulletin, No. 2, 1952), p. 12.
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limitations, and interests is almost axiomatic, T/Thile this philosophy
applies to all children, it becomes more imperative in dealing with the
mentally retarded pupils because their limitations are greater and their
interests are less varied and less extensive than those of normal chil¬
dren,^ It is unfortunate to see the mentally retarded child drilled
repeatedly on matters in which he has no interest, on matters which
are beyond his capacity to understand, and on matters with which he
has little if any prospect of ready association in ordinary life.
If a child is considered mentally retarded, he has already demon¬
strated a certain lack of capacity to learn. It is futile for the class¬
room teacher to attempt to force such a child to master academic goals
that are beyond his mental reach. Public education should help each
child to advance as far as his capacity permits him to go with a reason¬
able amount of teaching effortj but, lacking the capacity to do stand¬
ard school work, he should be offered something different which will
better suit his needs rather than merely less of the generally pres¬
cribed curriculum.
The mentally retarded child should be given, in so far as his
ability will allow, a practical working knowledge of the tool subjects,
that is, the fundamentals of reading, numbers, and English, including
writing and spelling. Because of his limited ability to associate ideas
and expeiriences, he has to be ^ecifically taught to apply these tools
in even the most simple situations. The mentally retarded, much more
^Ibid., p. 13.
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than the average child, must be taught to apply all the things he leams
to the specific situations in life in which these tools function. To
know how to read, how to compute, how to spell, and how to write will
not suffice. The raentalily retarded must be given specific help in in¬
terpreting what he reads. He must be definitely taught how to read
signs and directionsj how to find information in newspapers, in bulle¬
tins, in a directory, or in a magazinej how to read lettersj and how to
read stories for pleasure.^
How will desirable knowledge, habits, skills and attitudes be
realized by the retarded child? By what procedures, methods, and materi¬
als will they be taught? It is certain that these attainments cannot
be realized unless the child's acting, thinking and feeling are constant¬
ly motivated. They must become part of his experiences and be associated
in his mind with situations in his everyday life, at home and in school.
Children's activities, interests, and problems that are related
to their immediate needs and their environments diduld provide the basis
for planning a suitable curriculum. Such life activities, interests,
and problems can become the means of integrating classroom work and of
motivating and applying the learnings for which the child has a readi¬
ness. Special-class teachers have long experimented with curricular
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activities centered around the life experiences. The work done in
special classes has demonstrated that, in contrast to subject-matter
Thomas E. Jordan, The Mentally Eetarded (Columbus, Ohio: Charles
E, Merrill Books, Inc,, 1%!), p. 2I|.b.
^erta Loewy, More About The Backward Child (New York: Philoso¬
phical Library, Inc.7 l95$j, p. 66.
organization which limits purposeful active participation on the child's
part, units that cut across life ejcperiences offer opportunities for
activities in which the child feels the need to inquire, to make obser¬
vations, to secure infoimation, to try out things, and to solve problems
Such activities, in turn, help the child achieve many worthwhile learn¬
ings. Because units offers opportunities for vital learning that has
meaning and direct applicability, the unit method is a means by idiich
mentally retarded can achieve the goals appropriate to their periods of
growth.^ The unit of work is defined as an organization of varied
learning activities or experiences centered around an interest or in¬
terests significant for the child and designed to further developmental
2
learnings or tasks. In the development of units there will be oppor¬
tunity, for example, to observe, to listen, to develop oral language,
to read, and to express in writing, in illustration, and in construction
The writer is interested in the language ability of mentally re¬
tarded children. This area is one of the most important to ary individ¬
ual and to the mentally retarded it is of prime importance. One of the
most noticeable characteristics of the mentally retarded is slow de¬
velopment of language. There are certain life situations in which the
mentally retarded child needs to be directed in the use of oral language
These are in conversation and group discussion, in giving simple ex¬
planations and directions, in answering questions, in telling stories
or relating incidents, and in preparing for some special occasion, such
as a class program or dramatization. The adolescent and youth need to
^Ibid., p. 68.
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Samuel A. Kirk, Educating Exceptional Children (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1958), p. 327““
feel at ease in language situations such as those tiiat involve choice
of consumer goods, telephone conversationsj getting and holding a job,
securing medical service, personal banking, and joining a club group.
The writer believes that in order for teachers of mentally re¬
tarded children to do a most effective job in teaching the language
arts to their children they need many ideas of suggested materials and
resources. The writer believes that a resource unit would prove effec¬
tive in teaching language arts to these children. A resource unit is
a collection of materials, activities, and resources related to an area
or topics and organized in a functional way, which a teacher uses in
planning and developing a xinit of work with a class.^
The writer is interested in the intermediate level of mentally
retarded children. This is the group that the writer has had direct
teaching escperience. The intermediate level class is intended for the
educable mentally retarded with the approximate chronological age range
from nine to thirteen years and a mental age range from six to ten years.
The children may have attended the regular grades program for three or
2
more years prior to identification and placement in the special class.
The children at this level have or should have experienced pro¬
longed readiness activities and have reached or will reach the maturity
level required for instruction in the formal academic subjects. The
intermediate special class, therefore, may be viewed as providing the
experiences and activities by the majority of the tasks of middle child-
^avone A. Hanna, Gladys L. Potter and Neva Hagaraan, Unit Teaching
in the Elementary School (New York: Rinehart Co., 1963), p. i;37.
2 ;
Georgia State Department of Education, A Guide to Curricultim
Development for Educable Mentally Retarded ChiTdren, (196^), p. U2.
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hood.
The intermediate class also provides the basis for the beginning
and aultimate accomplishment of the tasks of adolescence during the
years in the secondary level special class. The curriculum probably
^otild consist of units of experience designed to develop the attitudes,
habits, skills, and concepts required for everyday living and specific
instructions to promote the fundamental elements of traditional tool
2
subjects.
Society has become increasingly interested in the social and voca¬
tional adequacy of the mentally retarded, more attention has been dir¬
ected to their communicative abilities and vdiat can be done to help
them. The writer, too, is interested in seeing that these children be
helped as much as their ability will allow. This resource unit in
language arts was designed to help the teachers of educable mentally
retarded children at the intermediate level with activities, materials
and other resources to help develop their children’s skills in the com¬
municative arts.
Evolution of the study.—The writer became interested in conduct¬
ing this type of study tiiile teaching a group of educable mentally re¬
tarded children at the Bethune Elementary School in Atlanta, Georgia.
The writer found that in her class the area in which the children were
slowest was in language arts. The writer also found that there was a
limited amount of material in this area for teaching. It was at this





resoTirce unit. It is hoped that such a resource unit would help other
teachers in the field of mental retardation work with competence in
the area of language arts.
Contribution to educational knowledge.—It is hoped that the re¬
sults of this study will contribute to educational knowledge in the
following ways:
1. That it will provide assistance for teachers of educable
mentally retarded children in the area of language arts.
2. That it will provide help for curriculum workers in
planning units in the area of language arts.
3. That it will stimulate interest of others working in
the field of mental retardation to prepare resource
units in other areas.
U. That it will produce valuable information in modernizing
the curriculum.
Statement of the problem.—This study is concerned with the develop¬
ment of a resource unit in the language arts for educable mentally retard¬
ed children at the intermediate level.
Purpose of the study.—The main purpose of this study was to design
a resource unit that would provide teachers of educable mentally retarded
children at the intermediate level with background information for con¬
structing teaching units in the area of language arts.
More specifically, the purposes were to:
1. Identify the basic goals in a program designed for ttie
educable mentally retarded in elementary school at the
intermediate level.
2. Identify the primary purpose in teaching the language
arts to the educable mentally retarded at the inter¬
mediate level.
3. Develop expected outcomes in language arts that will
contribute to pupils* understandings, habits, abilities,
and attitudes in this area.
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U. Suggest an inventory of possible activities for teachers
to set the stage so that pupil activities will be mean¬
ingful and purposeful.
Set up evaluation techniques that will place stress on
finding out what the students have learned from the
unit.
6. List materials for reference purposes and carrying out
plans of resource unit.
Limitations of the study.—This study is limited in that all of
the possible activities, materials, and resources pertaining to the
area of language arts were not used in this resource unit.
This resource unit makes no suggestions as to methods of its
adaptation to the wide range of individual differences that are en¬
countered with the educable mentally retarded children on this level.
Definition of terms.—The following terms are relevant to an under¬
standing of this study:
1. "Educable mentally retarded" refers to a child of school
age found to have an IQ range from approximately 50 to
75 as determined by individual intelligence tests adminis¬
tered by a qualified psychological examiner.^
2. "Resource Unit" is a collection of materials, activities,
and resources related to an area or topics and organized
in a functional way, which a teacher uses in planning
and developing a unit of work with class.^
3. "Teaching Unit" is a record or a log of a unit as it
develops with a particular group. It records the pur¬
poses which the group establishes and the plans they
make. It records progress toward these goals and
changes in plans as they occur. It provides the basis
for the group’s evaluation of their progress and Ihe
means of keeping themselves on the track they have
chosen.3
Georgia State Department of Education, op. cit., p. 2,
p. Ii37.
3
Lavone A. Hanna, Gladys L. Potter and Neva Hagaraan, op, cit.,
p. 533.
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Locale of the study.—This study was conducted during the months
of May and June 1966 at Atlanta University in Atlanta, Georgia.
Materials .—Information for this study was gathered from a survey
of the following selected sources:
1. Books on the language arts
2. Films and filmstrips
3. Pamphlets, charts, and guides from educational
publishing agencies
U. Articles, magazines, and periodicals




Method of research.—The method of research employed in this study
was a combination of documentary analysis and Descriptive-Survey.
Operational steps.—The steps in the preparation of this study
were as follows:
1. Selected books,magazines, periodicals, pan^thlets and other
materials on the language arts were surveyed for insight
on the problem.
2. Selected educational publishing agencies were contacted
for materials available to teachers in this area.
3. Coorindators and consultants of language were contacted
for information to help in the study,
U. Programmed textbook series in the language arts were
analyzed for information about teadiing techniques.
5. Materials were organized and a final copy of a thesis
was produced.
Survey of related literature.—Education for the mentally retarded
is not different in its aim from education for any group of children.
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This aim is to teach the individual how to live betterj to teach him to
use all his capacities; to teach him to become a useful and a contented
member of the social group. To be able to express one’s self in work
and play, in individual and in group action in terms of personal abili¬
ties and interests is a primary requisite for happiness and efficiency.
Teachers, parents, and the public in general are deeply concerned that
the mentally retarded develop the ability to communicate effectively.
It is entirely natural ihat the language arts are a matter of
such concern, for competence in many vocations is dependent upon the
ability to communicate, and indeed, communication is almost essential
to a satisfactory personal life.
Teachers are well aware of the fact that their reputation in the
profession hinges very largely upon their ability to develop in chil¬
dren a satisfactory level of skill in listening, speaking, reading, and
writing, so that children can operate confidently and effectively in
their use of the mother tongue. These abilities are valuable as ends
in themselves and indispensable as means of learning during the school
years and as avenues to self-education throughout the productive years
of maturity.
In a very real sense, the child, builds himself as he builds his
language. Because this is true and because no two children are exactly
alike in background, in the way they learn, and in the attitude they
show toward learning, it is impossible to set out definite plans for
teaching.^
^uth G. Strickland, The Langiiage Arts in the Elanentary School
(Boston; D. C, Heath and Company, 1957), pp. 1-^. ~
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Means of verbal communication have moved a long way since Ihe
days when man could communicate with man only when each saw the other’s
face and heard the sound of his voice. Communication through signs and
symbols developed later than speaking and listening but it has changed
in equally spectacular manner.^ From blazed trails, smoke signals,
signal drums, and picture writing, man has progressed to written lan¬
guage which appears in teletype and in millions of leaflets and bulle-
tings, newspapers, magazines, and books which flow from the presses of
many countries each year as well as in innumerable neon and other type
signs.
The proportion of the world's population which can read and write
is growing rapidly. People in the underdeveloped countries of the world
are reaching hungrily for education in order that they may learn to
govern themselves and improve their living standards. The language arts
are the means of communicating through language, through the sotinds and
symbol patterns used differ from language to language.
The English language is the product of many vicissitudes in tiie
course of history. We use English as our basic language and it is quite
clear that otir language has undergone many changes. New ideas, new in¬
ventions, new modes of living call for new words and new forms of ex¬
pression. The complexities of English spelling and phonics and the in-
2
consistencies in English grammar are the results of change and growth.
It can be seen that the English language has taken on great sig¬
nificance during the last three centuries. English is one of the major
^Ibid., pp. 6-17. ~~
^Ibid., p. 17.
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languages for the transaction of business throughout the world and it
has gained tremendous power in world diplomacy.
One of the first and most iiig>ortant developmental tasks that a
baby undertakes is learning to talk. The child’s environment, his ex¬
periences in it, and his reaction to those e3q)eriences determine, in
large measure his language achievement. There is an orderly sequence
in the development of human personality arai in the development of lan¬
guage, The time schedule of personality and language development iri-ll
depend, however, for each individual, on his capacity to learn and on
his environmental ejsperiencej but each element whether learned rapidly
or slowly, easily or with difficulty, will tend to follow a normal se¬
quence. Certain factors which are essential to a wholesome personality
are also essential to the development of language. Personality develop¬
ment and language development are inseparably interwoven.
Developing skill in communication is something each individual
must do for himself. It is with all of the foregoing concepts "that
the writer feels that some specialized program 'vdiich might be developed
with respect to the educable mentally retarded may be of great impor¬
tance in helping alleviate the American educational problems. The
development of interest and the initiative of educable mentally re¬
tarded child does not necessarily show in the use of his language.
The elementary school years and especially on the intermediate
level, are important years for growth in interest in working and achiev¬
ing with the mentally retarded,^ Mentally retarded children need first
^Samuel A. Kirk and Orville Johnson, Educating the Retarded Child
(Boston; Houghton Mifflin Company, 19^1), p. 277,
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of All to be freed of inhibitions to the extent that they can express
themselves with some ease and confidence. There is a pressing need
that they learn to discipline their use of language so that they use
it suitably and effectively in particular situations, especially in
situations where they are expected to communicate. Children appear to
differ in linguistic aptitude as well as in other aspects of develop¬
ment. Intellectual ability detennines, in a large measure, the quality
of growth a child achieves and his rate of progress, but environmental
factors have their effect.
The provision of a particular program in the language arts for the
educable mentally retarded is perhaps the most feasible plan curriculum
builders await, which in the writer's mind may be the answer in enlarg¬
ing the horizons of the mentally retarded. If a suitable program of
education is to be provided for the mentally retarded, it is that there
must be certain guiding principles based on the psychology of this group.
In respect to physical development, the mentally retarded come
very near to the average group. Their accomplishments in all physical
activities approach closely the accomplishments of the usual child.
Provision, therefore, for the development of a healthy physique and
healthful living habits, including satisfactory outlets for physical
energy, comprises an important place in their education.^
The mentally retarded child approaches nearer to the average child
in sensoiy acuity and motor ability than in more definitely Intellectual
2
processes. The majority approximate success at their chronological age
^Christine P. Ingram, Education of the Slow-Learning Child (3rd
ed.j New York: The Ronald Press, 196(!)), p. 62.
^Ibld., p. 6U.
level most nearly in processes which call for eye-hand coordinate and
for motor response. The majority enjoy the manipulation of materials
and the actual operations in the construction of any product, and can
generally be taught to be proficient in hand skills. Practical Arts
and the ••doing” experiences should, therefore, play a major part of
their ecfccation.
Mental ability is perhaps the most significant factor today in
success and in adjustment to school life for the majority of children.
Mien the mentally retarded one is expected to accomplish work beyond
his mental level, failure and discouragement result. As the teacher
keeps this principle in mind, giving ample opportunity for potential
development, she will not exert undue pressure in trying to accomplish
what may be beyond the child* s present or ultimate ability.^
The mentally retarded child is inevitably having, as he grows
older, many of the experiences of average children of his oira age.
With adolescent maturity, for exanple, comes the development of strong
emotional tendencies, interest in vocations, in the home, in friendship,
in the other sex, and a strong desire to be like others. As a result
of physical development and maturity, there is a maturity of social in¬
terest, a fact which has a very important bearing on education. It
means that throughout the school life of the child learning situations
must be suited to his physiological and social development as well as
2
to his mental level.
Principles governing the learning process in the usual child apply
\rilliara M. Cruickshank and G. Orville Johnson, Education of Ex¬
ceptional Children (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., I960), p. 193,
2,"Ingram, op. cit,, p. 63.
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to -the mentally retarded. Three elements are essentially considered
Tfiien effective learning for the retarded is evidenced, they are need of
1
purpose, need of success and need of recurrence.
Perhaps the foremost basic principle in education today is that
consideration must be given to the needs of the child as a distinct
and xmique and different individual. Some basic considerations are
necessary for teachers in order that the language arts are effectively
geared for instructional puiposes for the mentally retarded.
Reading involves many skills and is a complex process. A teacher
of mentally retarded children should have knowledge of the reading pro¬
cess and methods of teaching reading. The better a teacher understands
the complexity of the reading process, the better she will be able to
understand the sequence and method required for teaching the mentally
retarded child. In addition, it is more likely that die will avoid the
2
danger of expecting progress without the child's efforts and progress.
A general knowledge in ihe area of reading helps a teacher have a
2
sound knowledge of the following:
1. Psychological factors of sensation, perception, recall,
concept-formation, generalization and comprehension.
2. The stages or levels of development—reading readiness,
the beginning reading period, the initial independent
reading period and the intermediate-grade periodj
adaptations to individual differences.
3. The developmental phases or sequences of the reading
program extending from "tiie primary years through the
intermediate-vocabulary building, word recognition and
word attack, comprehension, oral reading, silent read¬
ing, work-type reading and reading for pleasure.
^Ibid., p, 61j..
^Samuel A. Kirk, Teaching Reading to Slow Learning Children (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 19ii0), p.
^Emmett A. Betts, Fqradation of Reading Instruction (New Yoik;
American Book Company, 1^56)> p. >( (•
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U. Reading failt!xe~its causes and diagnoses—and remedial
techniques.
The teacher must understand what part perception, recall, concept-
formation, and generalization play in the comprehension of a word,
phrase, or a sentence heard orally or seen in print. She must be aware
of the several aspects of development in reading readiness and the
essentials for success in the beginning reading period so that she will
recognize when the pupil is ready for independent reading.^ The teacher
must know the developmental sequences in vocabulary development, in
acquiring phonics as a tool for word attack, and she must know the dif¬
ferences between the skills required for successful oral and silent
reading. She must know the causes of reading failure (and how to look
for causes other than low intelligence), and she must be aware of dif-
2
ferent remedial approaches suited to the individual case.
The mentally retarded child needs time to grow and to participate
in a variety of ejqperiences that develop abilities requisite for be¬
ginning reading. These abilities are: (1) social-emotional aspects of
sharing, taking turns, listening, and attending to and finishing a task,
(2) adequate speech and auditory language, (3) correct enunciation and
pronunciation, (U) interpretation of pictures, {$) memory for sentences
and ideas, (6) visual memory and discrimination, (7) left-to-ri^t eye
3
movements, and (8) eye-hand coordination.
The initial reading period for a mentally retarded child idiould
^Ingram, op, cit., p. 206,
^Ibid., p. 61.
Marguerite Thorsell, ''Organizing Experience Units for Educable
Mentally Retarded," Exceptional Children, XXVIII, No. U (December,
1961, p. 178.
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begin when the child is ready to (1*^ associate words and ideas with
symbols, (2) to see likenesses and differences in those symbols as
clues to auditory and visual recognition and memory, and (3) to attend
to beginning reading tasks.^
The mentally retarded child will benefit by a systematic plan of
instruction throughout his school life. Tnlhether the teacher employs a
basic reading series with supplementary reading experience or continues
to rely mainly on reading materials built from experience, there must be
definite plan and sequence for the mentally retarded child.
Research shows that listening is not as easily understood as the
other language arts, however, according to Ralph G. Nichols, listening
o
is undergirded with ten basic guidelines. These guidelines are given
as follows: Find an area of interest. Judge content, not delivery, hold
your stimulation, pin-point ideas, be flexible, work hard at retaining,
resist distractions, keep an open mind, and capitalize on thought with
some degree of speed. Not capitalizing on thought speed is our greatest
single handicap. The differential between thought speed and speech
speed breeds false feelings of security and mental tangents. Yet,
through listening training, this same differential can be readily con¬
verted into our greatest asset.
Writing and spelling are skills needed in written English and
should be treated as such. The incentive for neat, legible writing
should come from the needs of the child recognizes such as tagging his
^James I, Brown, Efficient Reading (Boston: D. C. Heath and Com¬
pany, 1962), p. 99.
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possessions with his name, sending an invitation, writing and so on.
No one system of writing can be recommended as better than another
for the mentally retarded. Since studies of handwriting indicate that
the majority of persons use a combination of arm and finger movements,
it is safe to assume that this fact should be recognized in teaching
this group. In the early stages of learning to write, vtien the child
is first becoming acquainted with the forms of letters, very careful
2
plans for practice of words and letters are necessary.
The occasions which require a mastery of written language are
fewer for the mentally retarded than the regular child. They consist,
for the most part, of making p\irchase lists, filling out forms, and
writing notes, letters, and possibly, an occasional telegram or news¬
paper advertisement. Classroom experience that provides for real pro¬
gress in language ability must include opportunity for meeting these
3
needs, both oral and written, in a natural, free manner.
Basic to good personal adjustment are a facility in using lan¬
guage and the feelings of adquacy and acceptance in social situations
which accompany such facility. Children usually are curious about idiat
others are saying and doing. At other times, they want to be heard
and want others to respond to them. As a rule, children make rapid
strides in speech and language during the pre-school years. But the
child who responds to the speech of others in a halting manner and
^Ingram, op. cit., p. 299.
C. Kvaraceus, "Handwriting Needs of Mentally Retarded Chil¬
dren And of Children in Regular Grades,” Elementary School Journal, LV




Tinderstands little of lAiat he hears by way of context clues may give up
trying and seek few opportunities for oral expression. It is particular¬
ly necessary that the school take account of this possibility and offer
the slower child time and opportunity to listen and to experiment with
speedi during his early school period (vrtien he is five, six, and seven
years old).^
The teacher should keep in mind that the mentally retarded child
must hear these new words repeatedly associated with an object or an
action and then have the need for using them in his own expression.
Vocabulary lists are helpful in reminding the teacher of the words she
should use in her conversation with the pupils and in encouraging the
pupils to use these same words as they express themselves. Vocabulary
lists giving a variety of words to express the same meaning are also
helpful. In making lists the teacher should guard against the use of
technical and abstract words, as mentally retarded pupils have not -Uie
2
capacity to learn them with ease.
It should be emphasized that good speech and oral language com¬
mensurate with their communicative needs are within the reach of men¬
tally retarded children. Mastery of these skills is a vital factor in
the child's successful adjustment. Reading, writing and listening, too,
fill a practical and personal need. The school cannot afford to miss
its opportunity for planning and developing specific methods of teaching
^Mayme Dinsmare, "Teaching Specialized Subjects to the Mentally





the comiminicative arts to the mentally retarded child.
In order to make suggestions for adapting this type of unit or¬
ganization to special education program planning for the educable men¬
tally retarded, it is necessary to view current trends in curriculum
development. The compsrehensiveness, breadth and scope of the total
cuiriculum program is readily determined through study of general guides.
In recent years there has been a trend toward that of identifying broad,
lasting problems which may be broken down within an educational frame
of reference. The 10 life functions in the Illinois guide and the seven
areas under which personal and social needs of children were grouped in
the Pennsylvania State University publication closely approximate the
broad type resource unit topics recommended by Leese, Frasure, and John¬
son.^ Although the special education publication cited in this paper
as well as in others have been structured in terms of broad areas of
topics, written units for educable mentally retarded which could be
identified with this concept of unit structure have not been located.
The major function of curriculum development is to provide help
for teachers and other school personnel in developing rich learning ex¬
periences for children. General curriculum guides such as the two re-
feired to above make two important contributions to educational planning,
namely, the building of a rich background of experience for individual
teachers and other school personnel participating in the development of
2
written statement of the philosophy and scope of the program.
J, Leese, K, Frasure, and M. Johnson, Jr., Teachers in Curriculum
Making (New York; Harper and Brothers, 1961), p. 216.
^Ibid., p. 218.
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No doubt, there are teachers who use llie general gtiide or study
published guides (if none is available in the local community) to de¬
velop a program of study organized into logically compact functional
areas of learning. On the other hand, there are those teachers who
become confused about where, what, and how much. Consequently, many
of this group follow an adapted regular school program since they find
comfort in regular texts and workbooks. Between these two groups are
those who do not have the total picture of ^diat has gone on before or
what will go on later. These teachers may use their freedom of choice
to develop isolated experience activities often well implemented with
supplies and equipment including provisions for sequential ejcperience
with reference on wide ability levels. Many of the experiences selected
may provide needless repetition of basic attainment which have already
been mastered at an earlier developmental level.^
Each of the above teacher groups could profit from the e^qjerience
of being challenged to analyze course content in order to put it in
writing. This phrase of unit development provides the basic difference
between a general guide and the total group of resource units developed
for a particular school system. The general guide lists san^le activi¬
ties as guidelines to the minimum essentials of the program. The re¬
source unit
, expands the scope of the curriculum as the content is analyzed
to give further consideration to the major problems and issues related to
the broad area or topic. Thus, a wide range of specific activities can
2
be closely integrated with the objectives and the content of the unit,
^Thorsell, op. cit., p. 180,
^Ibid., p. 181.
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Content of the curriculum for educable mentally retarded is flex¬
ible in -that special teachers are not bound by grade level attainments.
This latitude suggests that Ihe total unit structure within the school
system sho\ild give direction to, and make provisions for, capitalizing
1
upon tile imagination and ingenuity of individual teachers. The type
of full-fledged unit topics suggested by Leese, Frasure, and Johnson
lends itself to the organization of the flexible content required in
the functional areas of learning. The broad resource unit gives direc¬
tion while the teaching unit structure encourages experimentation in
the classroom.
Ingram, op. cit.. p. 73.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION OF RESOURCE UNIT
I. Introduction
The intermediate class for the mentally retarded is usually the
first class organized in a community. It is at the pre-adolescent age
level that mentally retarded in the regular grades are developing numer¬
ous antisocial behaviorisms to compensate for failures they have been
encountering. As a result, parents and teachers are conscious of the
fact that the curriculum of the regular grades is not suitable for these
children and that special facilities are necessary.
The ranges of ages in the special class on the intermediate level
are between about nine and thirteen years of age. At ten years of age
most mentally retarded children are at the beginning stages of reading
and arithmetic.
Two major areas are stressed at the intermediate level. These
are; (1) the development of skills in the tool subjects, and (2) ex¬
perience in the areas of living. The actual teaching is done through
a combination of specific periods devoted to the logical development of
the academic skills and units of experience.
In a description of the development of mentally retarded children
at different age levels done by Ingram, die noted that slow development
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of language ability was a noticeable characteristic of the mentally re¬
tarded,^ Though given the best environment and best teaching guidance,
the mentally retarded child will be backward in his language expression.
It has been demonstrated, however, that the school can aid his language
development if attention is directed specifically to the function of
language in life situations.
Language is the means of human communication. ¥e talk and listen,
read and write. That is, in communicating our ideas, we use the language
arts Tiiiich have these four facets: listening, speaking, reading, and
writixig. In the last of these are included two special aspects; namely
spelling and handwriting.
The retarded child is deficient in language abilities. This is
partly because of low intelligence, and partly the result of poor en¬
vironment and failure in school. For adjustment to a group and for
progress in school, especially in learning to read, language is an im¬
portant function.
Communication for the mentally retarded is a key word. The future
of the retarded child depends on the communication which parents and
teachers help him to establi^. To successfully stimulate the retarded
child to reach his maximum in communication, we must give him love,
genuine interest, patience, and acceptance.
This resource unit is designed to deal simply and concretely with
suggested activities, materials, and resources that will aid the teacher
of educable mentally retarded children at the intermediate level to help
Ingram, op. cit., p. 65.
develop -what potential these children have in language arts
II. Goals for the education of educable mentally retarded children at
the intermediate level.
A. The program for the educable mentally retarded children
stresses these general goals:
1) Emotional and physical health (particularly how
to live best with himself and society)
2) Functional knowledge of the tool sub;jects
3) Responsible citizenship
U) Use of leisure time5)Economic adequacy
B, More specifically the goals for educable mentally retarded
at the intermediate level are to:
1) Enable the child to develop emotional security and
independence in the school and in the home through
a good mental hygiene program
2) Enable the child to learn the minimum essentials
of the tool subjects, even though their academic
limits are third to fifth grade
3) Enable the children to develop habits of health and
sanitation through a good program of health education
li) Educate the child to get along with his fellow men;
i.e. the child should develop social competency
through numerous social experiences
5) Help the child learn to become adequate members
of a family and at home through a program that
emphasizes home membership as a function of the
curriculum
6) Help the child learn to occupy himself in wholesome
leisure time activities through an educational
program that teaches them to enjoy recreational
and leisure time activities
7) Help the child learn to participate in work for the
purpose of earning their own living, i.e. he should
develop occupational competence through efficient
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vocational guidance and training as a part of
their school experience
8) Help the child learn to become adequate members
of a community through a school program -that
emphasizes community participation
III. Purposes for teaching language arts to the educable mentally re¬
tarded at the intermediate level;
At the intermediate level the mentally retarded child is ready
to learn to read and is ready to learn some of the elements
of the tool subjects of -writing and spelling. Because language
is necessary for adjustment to a group and for progress in
school the primary purposes, then, for teaching language arts
to the educable mentally retarded at the intermediate level
are to;
A. Develop good lis-tening skills necessary for;
1) folio-wing directions;
2) participating actively in conversations and
discussions;
3) understanding information, e3q)lanations and
announcements;
U) enjoying stories and poems read or dramatized;
S) choosing from and ejoying available radio and
television programs.
B. Develop good speech habits necessary for;
1) making introductions;




6) giving directions and explanations.
C. Develop readiness for and skills in reading -that
will enable the child to;
1) read for protection
2) read for information and instruction
3) read for pleasure
D. Develop skills in written language and spelling
needed by the child to;
1) write simple sentences and stories
2) write to friends
3) -write for a job
U) order wanted items
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IV. Outcomes of the language arts program for the educable mentally
retarded children at the intermediate level:
A. After having participated in the area of listening in
the language arts program it is hoped that the pupils
will be able to:
1) listen actively to the conversation and discussion
of classmates and other friends and show respect
for their ideas, even if there is disagreement
2) understand information in reports, directions,
explanations, and announcements
3) distinguishing between fact and opinion in the
comments of others
U) enjoy stories and poems that are read, told or
dramatized5)evaluate and choose among available radio and
television programs for information and entertain¬
ment
B. After having participated in the area of speaking in
the language arts it is hoped that the pupil will be
able to:
1) meet strangers easily and graciously
2) express ideas in a variety of situations
3) substitute new and more effective words in talking
U) eliminate undesirable language forms
5) speaks audibly, slowly and pleasantly
6) display ease and courtesy in using the telephone
7) give simple directions and explanations clearly
and directly
8) speak interestingly, pleasantly and easily to
a group
C. After having participated in the area of reading in the
area of language arts it is hoped that the pupil will
be able to:
1) recognize instantly signs showing danger, signs
showing destination
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2) signs of instructions and road signs
3) find wanted names in the telephone directory
U) read labels and names on household articles
5) read for information
D. iLfter having participated in the area of writing and
spelling in the language arts it is hoped that the pupil
will be able to:
1) write letters, reports, invitations, creative
poems and stories to meet their own needs
2) fill out a job application
3) order items through the mail
U) execute legible handwriting




2. Listening to others in group situations
3. Determining purposes for engaging in activities
after hearing an explanation
B. Speaking
1. Developing good speech haits
2. Expressing thoughts in simple sentences
3. Using the telephone






U. Oral and silent reading
5. Experience or functional reading
D. Writing
1. Writing accurately and legibly
2. Filling out job applications
3» VJriting letters to relatives and friends
U. Writing short compositions as a result of a
lesson
E. Spelling
1. Beginning formal gelling from words known by
rote
2. Being able to recognize the same letter in
different situations
3. Writing dictated phrases fran materials learned





a) Engaging in courteous conversation
b) Setting up standards for listening in
conversation
c) Setting up standards and rules for listening
in telephone conversations
d) Listening to discussions in planning
situations in order to come to a common
agreement
e) Listening to announcements to find out
who, where and when
f) Listening to stories to follow their sequence
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g) Listening to stories for enjoyment
h) Listening to poetry for enjoyment
i) Playing games which give oral directions
to be followed
j) Listening carefully to directions for going
on an excursion
k) Listening for sounds of nature
l) Listening for classroom sounds
m) Trying to recognize classmates by their
voices without seeing their faces
n) Listening to music to express feelings
through rhythmic movements
2. Developmental activities
a) Listening to conversation to determine if
standards and rules are being followed
b) Using model telephone to practice good
habits in telephone conversations
c) Listening to reports
d) Sharing -the role of speaker and listener
in small group conversation
e) Listening to discussions to help make
decisions and choose between alternate
plans
f) Listening to taped recordings in order
to improve discussion
g) Listening for courteous expressions after
they have been talked about in group
h) Listening to storytelling music such as "The
Sorcerer's Apprentice" by Dukasj "Peter and
the Wolf" by Profokievj and "The Nutcracker
Suite" or parts of it, by Tchaikovsky
i) Answering questions such as: "VJhat did you
listen to today?"5 "Can you tell about some¬
thing you have heard?"
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j) Participating in choral speaking
3. Culminating activities
a) Listening to reports in order to discuss
and ask questions about them
b) Listening in assembly situations to gain
infoimation and for enjoyment
c) Listening to dramatic activities in
an audience situation
d) Listening to answer questions asked by
classmates about stories or reports they
have just presented
e) Making a booklet on listening habits
f) Making a check-list in chart form of
good listening habits
g) Responding to musical suggestions through
drawing, painting or writing impressions
B. Speaking
1. Initiatory Activities
a) Engage in audience situation in the classroomi.discussion of plans for projects and
field tripsii.display thing brought from homeiii.tell about a painting
iv, announce something important
V. call on other children
b) Engage in conversation during play time,
snack time and lunch time
c) Participating in choral speaking to gain
group confidence and courage
d) Dramatize favorite stories for fun,
meaning and interest
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e) Listen to recording of voice •’to see how I
sound”
f) Engage in ’’puppet-play” to overcome self-
consciousness
g) View a movie on the use of the telephone
h) Experiment with the use of the telephone
i.dialingii.calling the operatoriii.answering the telephone
i) Practice giving directionsi,take turns giving directions to
each other (strive for directness
and clarity)ii.tell a parent or friend how to get
to another part of the schooliii,tell a friend how to get to your home
j) TaUdJig about such things as;i.games to play on the playgroundii.games to play on rainy days
iii, ways to make the classroom better
k) Making plans for such activities as:
i. taking a walk
ii, appointing classroom helpersiii.organizing a class club
2. Developmental activities
a) Listen to classmates voices and decide which
ones ^ould be used for high, medium and low
speaking parts in a choral reading
b) After listening to voice on tape recorder,
tell "how I can in^jrove my speech”
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c) Practice making introductions and talking
about self to class
d) Dramatize a favorite story
e) Write, as a class, a play to be dramatized
f) Plan a bulletin board using courtesies
that should be observed in conversation
g) Plan a bulletin board using class formulated
guides for giving a talk, making introductions,
or making announcements
h) Choose favorite story characters and make
puppets of them
i) Using the telephonei.Tell 'vghat to do •when a ■wrong nvimber
is reachedii.talk about telephone courtesiesiii.ask the operator for a particular numberiv,take imaginary messages and give them to
classmates
V. tell how to get long distance operator,
fire and police departments
3) Playing games to encourage good speech habits
and group participation
k) Telling jokes and riddles
l) Telling how to play a game or make a toy
ra) Delivery messages
n) Practicing polite usuage of words toward
others
3. Culminating Acti'vities
a) Invite parents and friends to a presentation
of the puppet show at tiiich time the following
things may be done;
i. introduce parents to classmates and teacher
3U
ii. tell parents interesting things about
class and classmates
iii. greet visitors at the door and welcome
them
b) Make display of hobbies, art woric, or science
projects and tell about them
c) Give choral verse speaking performance using
materials learned in class
d) Present class dramatization in assembly
program
e) Present classroom skit on "Do’s and Dont’s
for Using the Telephone"
f) On pupil-make community map give directions
for getting from one’s home to the school,
to church, to the store, and to the movie.
Tell how map was made and explain what it shows.
C. Reading
1. Initiatory Activities
a) Excursions and field trips to increase the
children’s experiential background
b) Making and labeling collections so that the
children will become familiar with and associate
printed symbols with objects
c) Making equipment, collecting books, and setting
up centers of interest with books and pictures
d) Story telling by librarian, teacher, and other
children
e) Story reading by the librarian, teacher, and
other children
f) Informal discussions to plan an activity
in the classroom
g) Preparing for birthdays and other parties
in the classroom
h) Associating words with pictures in activities
i) Planning classroom housekeeping jobs
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j) Planning a school garden or school project
k) Organizing information for a bulletin board
l) Browsing through picture books and picture
collections.
m) Engaging in rhythm activities—games, hopping,
skipping and dancing.
2, Developmental Activities
a) Discuss field trips and excursions taken
b) Writing group and individual reports and/or
stories about field trips, excursions,
classroom science exhibits
c) Develop radio programs, narrations and
dramatizations, with emphasis upon prac¬
ticed oral reading
d) Participate in verse choir with emphasis
on group reading rather than memorization
e) Engage in reading and telling detailed
stories and writing sin5)le ones
f) Reading stories together in small groups
g) Enjoying games involving reading and
recognition of words
h) Reading for fun and relaxation—with
much picture browsing
i) Reading announcements, bulletin boards,
signs, etc.
j) Writing and reading a class newspaper
k) Reading for information about places
visited, animals and plants in room
l) Developing class standards and rules
for discussions, oral reading and makirg
reports
m) Keeping record of books read
n) Making dictionary booklets
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o) Keepir^ records of trips made, attendance,
thermometer readings, etc.
p) Keeping science records such as;i.animal development (size and weight)ii.planting beans, sweet potatoes,
flower bulbs, etc.iii.finding date on calendar when planting
was startediv.counting days until sprouts appear
V. keeping record of growth by inches
vi. using calendar to mark day until legs
appear on tadpole
q) Making puppets from a favorite story
r) Making and tracing stories on charts for
moving pictures
s) Using mimeographed pictures and words with
instructions to draw a line from the picture
to the correct word to develop word recogni¬
tion
t) Using picture cards with sentences containing
words the child will meet in his reading ex¬
periences
u) Pasting words, phrases, and sentences written
or typed by the teacher on pictures which have
been drawn by the child or cut from magazines
v) Executing written directions such as, "Color
the apple red"
w) Learning about the kinds and care of books
x) Conducting telephone conversations
3. Culminating Activities
a) Making experience booklets about field
trips and excursions taken
b) Making story booklets of stories composed
by class and by individual pupils
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c) Making poem booklets
d) Making and reading a class newspaper
e) Displaying and reading charts and records
that have been kept
f) Presenting assembly pixjgraras utilizing radio
programs, narrations and dramatizations
g) Participating in birthday party for -sdiich
plans have been made, invitations written
and refreshments purchased
h) Presenting puppet show from a favorite
story
i) Taking trip to the zoo at which time
children may gain experiences in reading
actual signs learned about in class in
addition to seeing animals read and talked
about in class
J) Making reports and engaging in discussions
following standards and rules set up in
class
k) Participating in free reading for pleasure
from books collected by class
l) Sharing with other classmates favorite
stories and poems read in class
m) Reading primers
n) Arranging and displaying materials on the
bulletin board
o) Making a trip to Ihe library
D. Writing
1. Initiatory Activities
a) Copying letters from chart to acquire
accurate image of a letter form
b) Performing simple exercises from writing
books
c) Copying sentences from experience chart
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d) Labeling pictures and making picture dic¬
tionaries
e) Writing simple sentences as thqy are
dictated by teacher
f) Writing invitations
g) Writing simple friendly letters
h) Filling out applications for jobs
i) Orderir^ goods from mail order houses
j) Writing short compositions
2. Developmental Activities
a) Display, on bulletin board, papers written
using chart
b) Make writing book using exairples of written
work
c) Write friendly letters to be actually mailed
d) Write invitations for a party planned by
the class
e) Fill out job applications emphasizing
accuracy and legibility
f) Write short autobiographies
g) Write notices that are to be sent home
h) Practice writing names and addresses
3. Culminating Activities
a) Carry writing papers home to show to parents
b) Keep writing progress records to check im¬
provements in handwriting
c) Write friendly letters to friends and mail
them
d) Deliver invitations for the class planned
party
e) Write for applications for a job
39f)Make dictionary boxes in which words
familiar to the child are kept in
alphabetical order. These words will be




a) Learn words from experience vocabulary
b) Engage in word study following this plan;i.Look at the word carefully and say
it to yourselfii.Write the word from the boardiii.Pronounce the word after the teacheriv.Spell the word to yourself
V. Write the word without looking at it
vi. Check the spelling of the word
vii. Play games using the words learned
from the lesson
c) Write words, sentences, and stories from
lesson studied
d) Make word boxes from newly acquired words
e) Read supplementary books in which words
from the basic sight vocabulary are used
f) Copy the spelling stoiy
g) Make new words by adding s, ing, ed and y.
For example;
hat hats help helping walk walked
dog dogs play playing hunt hunted
h) Change the initial letter to make new
words such as;
run fun gun
i) Find words that rhyme such as: walk, talk
bat, cat
j) Find words that are opposites in meaning
such as: stop, go up, down run, walk
k) Engage in spelling matches
l) Engage in spelling games made up by class
Developmental Activities
a) Study words from related lessons
b) Study words from the Dolch Basic Sight
Vocabulary List
c) Keep word boxes (These are the same as those
used for written work. See writing activities).
Words are put into the box in the following
manner:i.pupil has need for a wordii.teacher writes word on a slip of paper
approximately 3ixl0” as the pupil ob¬
serves heriii,pupil says the word in syllables with
the teacheriv.pupil traces the word while repeating
it in syllables
V. pupil studies the word from time to time
d) Write simple sentences dictated by the teacher
using words in related lessons
e) Play spelling games such as "Hang the Man".
The directions are as follows:
i. One child is chosen "It" and sent out
of the room while the class selects a
word for him to guess. The word should
not have more than ten letters in it.
ii, A word like danger may be chosen. The
teacher draws a gallows on the board and
Ui
beside it write six short lines to repre¬
sent the six missing letters as follows:
iii. ”It” is invited back into the room.
iv. The alphabet is also placed on the board
by a child. Iulhen "It” names a letter.
it is crossed out as follows:
a c ^ e f g h i k 1 m n
0 p q r s t u V w X y z
The alphabet with its crossed out letters
enables the contestant to see what letters
he has already used.
V. The letter b (crossed out in the alphabet)
may have been guessed. The teacher writes
e where it belongs on the letter line for
'^he word danger.
vi. For every letter named that does not belong
in the word, the child gets the part of a
"body at iiie gallows. There are twelve
parts. If he tries to guess the word and
is wrong, he also gets a "body part", as
indicated in the diagram
n
(a) Head = one wrong guess
(b) right ear = second wrong guess
(c) left ear = third wrong guess
(d) right eye = fourth wrong guess
(e) left eye = fifth wrong guess
(f) nose - sixth wrong guess
(g) mouth * seventh wrong guess
(h) body = eighth wrong guess
(i) right arm = ninth wrong guess
(j) left arm = tenth wrong guess
(k) right foot = eleventh wrong guess
(l) left foot = twelfth wrong guess
k2
vii. 'When a child guesses the correct word
or names all the correct letters in the
word before he is "hung” he gives a
point to his team. The team ^diich is
first to get five points wins. If the
contestant is "hung" no score is given.
viii. The game continues with another contestant
sent out of the room.
3. Culminating activities
k) Participate in spelling matches
b) Have weekly spelling tests
c) Engage in oral and written spelling games
d) Take turns dictating words frcxn the lesson
to the class
e) Do exercises idiich call for words to be
written in alphabetical order such as:
Write the missing letters:
-C-, -h-, -P-.
Write the following letters in alphabetical
order: c, a, n, d, g.
VII. Materials and Resources
A. Bibliography for Teacher
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Listed below are filmstrips and films recommended for use with this re¬
source unit. They may be secured through the Department of Audio-Visual
Education, Atlanta Public Schools, Walter S. Bell, Director, Atlanta,
Georgia.
C. Filmstrips
Making Marionettes and Puppets p. 791.53M
I4.9 Filmstrip frames in color. Pupils learn how to make
paper-raache marionettes and puppets. Show them learning
how to model the figures, to paint and decorate them, to
make costumes for them, to operate them and to make a
puppet and a marionette stage.
Hearing Sounds in Words p 1|21.2H
U5 Filmstrip frames in color. Deals with discrimination
of the sounds which make up a word.
The Vowel, Backbone of a Syllable p-l|23.V
36 filnsbrip frames in color. Explains the long and
short sounds of the vowels.
The Sentence P-738 .W
3h Filmstrip frames in color. The subject and predicate argue
their importance in a sentence, until the judge, by taking
them through a circus, proves their equal value and explains
the function of each.
We Like Clay P.738.W
33 Filmstrip frames in color. Techniques for creating
figures in clay and coloring them with tempera paint.
Letter Writing for a Reason P.8O8.6
5h Filmstrip frames in color. The experiences of two
children provide situations for learning basic letter
forms such as the thank you letter, invitations, business
letters, etc.
Seasons and Festivals P 808.813F
26 Filmstrip frames in color. Explains that many poems
have been written on the seasons, and presents poems
about certain times of tiie year.
kl
Syllables and Accents P.I4.23.SA
22 Filmstrip frames in color attention is focused in color
upon the force (accent) given the different syllables in
words.
The Wonder of the Telephone P.621,385
26 Filmstrip frames in color. Shows how the telephone
was developed, how it works and how it is used by man.
Beva Penmanship filmstrips (2 sets) BEVA, 1953, sd B and ¥ (Business
Education Visual Aids, Inc. (BEVA), lOU West 6lst Street,
New York, 23, New York). Set 1: Small letters; Set 2:
Capital Letters-Presents certain basic principles for
legible handwriting.
Correlated Handwriting (Ufs) Society for Visual Education, 19U9, si
with captions, band w 9 Society for Visual Education, (SVE)
13U5 Diversey Parkway, Chicago lU, Illinois) Titles are;
Capital letters in Manuscript Writing; Capital letters in
Cursive Writing; Small letters and numbers in Manuscript
Writing; Small Letters and Numbers in Cursive Writing.
D. Films
Spelling is Easy k21,h$
10 minute sound motion picture in color. A motivational
film which dramatizes five basic rules of gelling; hear
the word, see the word, repeat the word, write the word,
and check the word.
Let* s Pronounce Well 14.21,5L
11 minute sound motion picture. Demonstrates how good
pronunciation and enunciation can be achieved by some
simple practices“being clear, being natural, and
being accurate in word usage. Students pronounce words
with the film and by silently correcting errors will be
able to solve their own pronunciation in problems.
We Discover the Dictionary U23.
10 minute sound motion picture in color. Illustrates
what information can be obtained from dictionaries.
Points out the use of guide words, finding the spelling
of words, definitions, reading diacritical marks, and
that there are many kinds of dictionaries.
Making Sense with Sentences l4.25.2M
11 minute sound motion picture. What is a complete
sentence? This and other questions about "complete
thoughts" and how they are expressed and answered in
this film.
U8
It's Fun to Read Books 028.RL
10 minute sound motion picture. Designed to develop
an attitude in younger children that will lead to habits
essential to the enjoyment of reading. "VJhere do we get
the books we want? How do we get fun from books? are
some questions raised and answered.
Puppetry — String Marionettes 791.
11 minute sound motion picture. A puppeteer carves the
wooden parts of marionettes, assembles the parts, adds
the costumes and demonstrates the operation of the
strings.
Handwritten Word; Movies D.S.A. 19^2, 22 minutes in color. (Movies
U.S.A., Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, New York)
A film about legibility in handwriting. Does not attempt
to teach. Its aim is sin^^ly to make the audience want to
write more legibly. Shows sometimes with a touch of humor,
that handwriting isn't obsolete—that it is of very real
importance daily, in business, in social affairs, in every¬
day living.
The Alphabet; Grypen Products, 19U7, ij-a minutes in color (Gryphon
Products, 117 Green, New York 12, New York.
An animated film for the purpose of introducing the letters
of the alphabet and the formation of words to children.
Permits audience participation in identifying letters.
E. Records
THE SOUND WAY TO EASY READING (78 R.P.M.)
Four phonograph records to drill class in 123 basic phonics
sounds. Fifteen large wall charts visualize the drill
given by the words.
Breramer-Davis Phonics, Inc.,
Dept. V-llZ
l6l Green Bay Road, Wilmette, Ill,
PHONICS FOR CHILDREN (33 l/3 L.P.)
A new and easy way to teach basic phonics. Alphabet blends,
rules for vowels and consonants—117 basic sounds with many
key words for added practice. Twelve wall charts are giant
sized Hi" X 20".
Richards Research Association
1336 Hillandale, Kalamazoo, Mich,
SING'N DO RECORD ALBUMS (78 R.P.M.)
Unique, original, imaginative, song stories for primary and
elementary school children. This is an ideal medium for
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training in speech, coordination and instrument recognition.
Sing'N Do Company, Inc.
P 0 Box 279, Ridgewood, N. J.
LISTEN AND LEARN WITH PHONICS {kS R.P.M.)
These records are a simple, effective, and coii5)lete course
in phonics, now used in thousands of schools. The Primary
Set is for Kindergarten and primary grades. Other sets
for teacher training and remedial use. All sets can be
used alone or to supplement other reading programs.
listen and Learn Phonics
Americana Interstate Corp.,
Mundelein, Ill.
MUSIC ACTIVITIES FOR RETARDED CHILDREN By David R. Ginglend and
Winfred E. Stiles. A collection of 83 pieces of music,
72 with specially-arranged musical scores for use with
retarded children.
Affiliated Publishers
New York, New York
the GOLDM record library (U5 R.P.M.)
Twelve volumes of good music listening that will enhance
children’s ability to understand and listed to fine music.
Affiliated Publishers
New York, New York
the BEST IN CHILDREN'S LITERATURE SERIES (33 1/3 L.P.)
This new series of recordings the finest stories for the
yotxng to advance your children's basic communication skills,
increase your children's desire to read and ability to
listen and develop oral language skills in the context
of superb stories for children.
Bowman Records, Inc.
Hollywood, California
TUI^FUL TALES FOR CHILDREN (78 R.P.M.)
To show them good listening is fun get this delightful trio
of low cost high fidelity recordings specially produced for
very young children by Martha B. Fox.
Encyclopedia Britannical Films, Inc.
11^9 Willmette Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.
F. Instructional Aides
No. 9357 - Phonetic Quizmo - Played like Lotto, it contains students'
phonetic capabilities. Contains Quizmo cards, calling cards
and markers - Price $2.00
No. 7503 - Educational "Password" Game — Uses basic sight and picture
words found in primary and elementary readers) stimulates think¬
ing—builds vocabulary. Two can play - or entire class.
Price - $2.00
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No, 9^12 - Words and Sentence Builder — With letters of the alphabet
and basic words the primary grade child builds words and simple
sentences, or a small story of several sentences. This develops
the "sentence sense". Price - $1.00
No. 9379 - Picture Word Builder — 36 objects on heavy cards die-cut
so only correct words may be inserted to complete the word
and picture matching. Price - $.60
No. 9001 - Words That Go Together — Children learn spelling and build
vocabulary with this game. Colorful picture-word cards are
grouped according to category.
Milton Bradley Co,
Atlanta, Geoigia
The Instructional Handbook Series - Each book contains U8 pages. They
all measure 7"xl0|-" (upright or oblong),
#323 - Together We Speak. More than seventy selected choral readings
arranged in sections that follow the seasons. Includes original
poems and some old favorites.
#325 - Mending The Child’s Speech. Provides instruction in ear training,
tongue exercises, related speech activities. Drills especially
on the r,l,s,z, and th sounds. Special help for the stutterer.
#329 - Fund With Language Arts. New games and activities to help chil-
dren feel, think, and express themselves more effectively. Pro¬
vides practice for vocabulary growth, better listening habits,
and a gradual understanding of grammar.
#333, Creative Costumes. Plans for simple costumes touches using every-
day inexpensive raateidals. Includes Community Helpers, Children
of Other Lands, Elves, Witches, Clowns, Rhythm Band, and many
others.
#33U, Puppets For All Grades. Contains full directions for sack, sock,
stick, mache, ball, and new personality puppets with ideas for
using them in every area of the curriculum.
Instructor Teaching Aids

























Teachers occupy a key position in evaluation, since their point
of view, methods of teaching, knowledge of children’s growth characteris¬
tics, selection of materials, and ability to make intelligent judgements
in the light of democratic values determine the quality of evaluation.
The most carefully planned program of evaluation ^ould not rise above
the point of view of the teachers viio are operating it; however, observa¬
tions should be constantly made as to the children's needs, interest and
level of ability and corresponding changes should be made to improve the
program as it is being developed in the classroom. Some of the most
valuable evaluative procedures, such as group discussion, observation
by "the teacher, making charts on group standards and using checklists,
are part of instructional procedures. Under sound teacher guidance, they
grow out of inqjortant needs and problems in a sequence that is natural,
reasonable, and inherent in the instructional program.
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At this point it is very apropos to mention that for effective
evaluation to exist it must go on all time in the classroom. From day
to day, week to week, throughout the year, constant and continuous ap¬
praisals must be made, both by the children and the teacher. Evaluation
is involved in each experience and provide evidence regarding the needs,
interest, and behavior of children, as well as information regarding
the effectiveness of the program. Also periodic summaries and scheduled
testing have an important place in evaluation. As the complete picture
of the child's development is being built up many different devices
should be used at stated intervals. All of these procedures, however,
should be viewed as part of a continuous process designed to show de¬
velopmental changes in the child's behavior as he progresses through
school.
Evaluation must be done in cooperation with the parents and the
children. Both have an important stake in the program. The teacher
and children share in the clarification of purposes and in the use of
various techniques of evaluation. Parents should become involved in
the discussion of goals and clarification of goals in terms of the hopes
they have for their children and the interpretation of information gath¬
ered by the evaluating process.
The ways in which children use materials, ^are materials with
others, take and give suggestions, accept new-comers, and work together
are of special importance. Children's growth in coraraunitive skills,
interest and concepts can be noted in group planning and discussions,
sharing, reporting, and evaluation.
In the following section indicated for evaluation there are some
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suggested techniques that the teacher of educable mentally retarded
children of the intermediate level might employ. These tools will prove
helpful in assessing the pupil progress in the areas specified in this
study.
A. Check-List for Evaluation of the Language Arts Program
for the Educable Mentally Retarded Child on the Inter¬
mediate Level:
The pupil does:
1. Read road signs
2, Read without pointing to the words
3- Read for pleasure
^4. Read simple directions and follow them
Read labels and names on objects
6, Find wanted names in telephone directory
7. Use a growing and speaking vocabulary
8, Expresses himself in complete thoughts
9. Enjoys listening to stories or poems
^10, Tell simple events in sequence
11, Use picture clues as a help to identify new words
12. Use context clues
13. Write one or two sentence stories
^lii. Write an invitation
l5. Use the library
16. Use the table of contents to locate the page
of a given title
^17. Write a brief friendly letter














Use common courtesies in conversation
Spell needed words
Do cursive writing
Write a short report
Present a play bases on classroom experiences
Give his whole name
Give his address
Take part in a simple dramatization
Take part in vinison and two part choral speaking
Recognize paragraph form and tell the thought of
a paragraph
Tell a story about an experience he has had
Volunteer in group conversation
B. Teacher-made tests
Use this type of test after an area or topic has been pre¬
sented. Construct the test on the materials taught in the
area presented to pupils.
C. Teacher-pupil conferences
This is generally recognized as an excellent means of explor¬
ing the pupil's interest in learning. Teacher-pupil evalua¬
tion gives open recognition to the responsibility of the
teacher for positive leadership.
D. Pupil Folders
Keeping folders will furnish evidence for the teacher, the
pupil, and his parents as to the pupil's level of achievement
in class during the year.
CHAPTER ni
SUMMARY
The problem involved in this study was to produce a resource unit
that would be useful in helping teachers of educable mentally retarded
children on the intermediate level in language arts. There is no area
in the curriculum for any child that has greater significance for the
development of a worthy selfhood than the area of language arts. Every
individual needs to express himself orally, to understand what others
have to say in face-to-face relationship or on the printed page, and to
convey ideas in writing. Every parent expects this mastery for his child
and every child wants to experience it in order to feel accepted. Hence,
it is the responsibility of the school to aid retarded children to achieve
their full potential in the achievement of language skills and readiness
to meet with confidence the many life situations in which these skills
will be needed.
The writer has constructed this resource unit with the content,
materials, activities, and other resources needed by those teaching
the language arts to educable mentally retarded children on the inter¬
mediate level. This material has been compiled so that the attainment
of the desired goals may be facilitated in a more systematic and sequen¬
tial manner.
The desired goals as outlined by the writer are to: (1) develop
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good listening skills necessary for: following directions, participating
actively in conversations and discussions, understanding information,
explanations and announcements, enjoying radio and television programsj
(2) develop good speech habits necessary for; making introductions,
engaging in conversations and discussions, telling stories, giving re¬
ports, making announcements, giving directions and explanationsj (3)
develop readiness skills in reading that will enable the child to;
read for protection, to read for information and instruction and to read
for pleasurej (ij.) develop skills in written language and spelling needed
by the childj write simple sentences and stories, write to friends, write
for a job, and to order wanted items in catalogs.
The writer hopes that the suggested content, activities, materials
and resources presented in this unit will prove useful in aiding the
teacher in improving the quality of language instruction given to these
children. Through language arts the child comes to understand life
around him and is able to associate with and be accepted by his peers
and by adults. From year to year his need to understand and master
spoken language and its printed and written symbols increases. He wants
to share in conversation with others and to have others respect what he
has to say. Being able to speak well aids him in holding his place in
the family circle and with his peers. As the retarded child grows older
he not only must communicate orally and act on what he hears, but he must
be able to interpret an act upon what he sees in printed form in the
street, bus, store, bank, or factory. He wants to be able to read news¬
papers, comics, bulletins, and even books as others do. He wants to be
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able to write on those occasions when he is asked to give written in¬
formation and to be able to sign his name.
It is hoped by the writer that other teachers working in the field '
of mental retardation will prepare additional resource units in other
areas of importance to further aid these children to prepare themselves
for a more meaningful and rewarding life.
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